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This report is published by Arnie Rosner
A sovereign American. A Californian
and
NOT a U.S. Citizen

A sovereign may not always be right…but is always sovereign!

8905 Rhine River Avenue
Fountain Valley, California [92708-5607]
714-964-4056
arnie@arnierosner.com
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1). This was my response to Anna earlier
On May 15, 2018, at 8:46 AM, Wonder Ann <wonderann2@gmail.com> wrote:
This was my response to Anna earlier: For your information: Texas came in as a republic
[in Beacon 37] as we already knew from history and fact that Texas is a republic. Also Hawaii
came in as a kingdom as it was usurped by the US of A military complex after the killing of the
King and taking the island away from the Queen. Check what David-Wynn: Miller states about
the actual take over of Hawaii in his training videos. I was not able to find the specific spot on
his videos. I have listened to them and used them in court for my keeping me from being jailed
falsely by the gestapo police of Spartanburg. It is a great training program in the 2017 program in
Australia.

This is all a word game and semantics. That is why one never feels like they are heard.
As David-Wynn: Miller says about putting it in writing so there is no confusion with his syntax
grammar of quantum language. When words are spoken great confusion can occur due to the
differences in all the levels of education, religion and culture. Quantum makes that a level
playing field.

Anna please get it that many more people are really attuned to the word game of the
courts, education and religion to keep the ignorant down in the gullies of the fraud. The real
game here is how much do we have divide ourselves? Why yell and scream words when we can
move forward in unity. If not in unity, then the 300 gang wins by taking away your ability to
work together. United We Stand. After a war is over, the "new" leaders make sure the factions
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fight each other to get rid of more people for easier herding. There is no need for berating or
lecturing. Let us move on to the next level of working together.

Here is the next response that Anna Sent as if we and you all on this list are very much
aware of since the 2004 onward:
It really does not matter for the purposes of the Federal Union that Texas came in as a
"republic" or a "territory" or a "colony" either --- Texas agreed to act as a State of the Federal
Union.

Being a "State" is a capacity --- for example, you might agree to act in the capacity of an
elector, or in the capacity of a wife, or in the capacity of employee in a book store.

In the same way the Body Politic of Texas can act as an independent republic, a State
Republic, a State, or a State of State, or a Council of County Governments or, or, or.

Having agreed, Texas joined the Union and has been part of the Union as a member-State
ever since. If it joined some other Union it might be called a "region" or a "borough" or a
"principality".

So in its own internal affairs, Texas functions as a republic--- as all the State Republics
are supposed to (though largely don't) and with respect to its relationship with the other States
functions as a State of the Federal Union.
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I wish people would take the time to understand capacity. It's really not that foreign to
us. We all act in different capacities all the time. Why is it difficult to conceive of our
government acting in different capacities? Especially when it is right in front of us? We can
literally see that "Ohio" is different than "State of Ohio"---right? So why don't people pick up on
that fact?

I spend a good deal of time explaining the fact that The Texas Republic is a different
entity from The Republic of Texas, which is a different entity from Texas, which is different
from Texas State, which is different from The State of Texas, which is different from the State of
Texas, which is different from the state of texas, which is different from the STATE OF TEXAS
or TEXAS...... and you can plug in any other state in place of "Texas" and find the same array of
capacities.
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2). Sorry it does not work at the convenience and preference of the story
teller.
On Mon, May 14, 2018 at 5:09 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Dear Judge Anna,

Sorry it does not work at the convenience and preference of the story teller.

According to you...
“You Know Something Is Wrong When…..An American Affidavit of Probable Cause”
From your affidavit:

Therefore you can not have it both ways….

1

Everything has been orchestrated through fraud.

2

Fraud vitiates all.

3

Therefore nothing exists lawfully…from the beginning of America.
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However…ALL OF THAT HAS CHANGED!
***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America
Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

Trump's bold GLOBAL statement recognizing the sovereignty of the American
people, gave notice to the citizens of the entire world that establishes the American people
RULE! The people are in charge.

The American people are the only lawful authority. All else only have a margin of
delegated authority. The people always trump any such delegated authority so our society
will be created in the manner best suited to the will of the sovereign people.

To get started in fixing this mess, as American sovereigns we can seize the
opportunity to pick some point to zero out the American timeline and start the process of
the legitimate republic…the Republic as it was conceived by the founders...
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So what say you to that?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com
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3). The Colonies gave rise to the Republics
On May 14, 2018, at 10:32 AM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

The Colonies gave rise to the Republics --- such as The Texas Republic (land) and The
Republic of Texas (sea). These are two different organizations operating in two different
jurisdictions. Later, provision was made (The Northwest Ordinance) by which Territories
instead of Colonies could give rise to State Republics.

The Republics then gave rise to the States (land) and States of States (sea). These are
also two different things operating in two different jurisdictions.

The Texas Republic gives rise to Texas, which is a member of The United States of
America, which is a Federation of States.

The Republic of Texas gives rise to The State of Texas. which is a member of the
States of America, which is a Confederacy of States of States.

These -- the Federation of States and the Confederacy of States of States -- are also two
different things operating in two different jurisdictions.

The Federal Government was created to exercise the Delegated Powers. That is all
it is supposed to do. The three Constitutions adopted 1787, 1789, and 1790 establish a
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National Level Government to exercise the Delegated Powers, and a Territorial
Government to manage the affairs of the Territories, and a Municipal Government to
oversee the District of Columbia /Washington, DC.

Please note that The State of Texas that existed prior to the so-called Civil War was the
only "State of State" associated with Texas.

After the Civil War, the British-backed Territorial United States created "states of
states" for itself and forced everyone to adopt new "constitutions" --- that is, debt for services
agreements -- with them. These Territorial States of States were never a part of our mandated
government structure. They do business as "the State of Texas" for example. Like cuckoo birds,
they substituted themselves for the National Level States of States, like The State of Texas that
we are owed, but thanks to the similar names deceit, nobody caught the substitution.

So the Territorial United States which was only supposed to manage the affairs of
actual Territories created its own "State of State" franchises and foisted those off instead of the
National-Level States of State that we are owed. That is, the Territorial entity doing business as
"the State of Texas" was substituted for the National entity doing business as "The State of
Texas".

What happened to the original entity --- The State of Texas? It was rolled over into a
land trust doing business as "the Texas State" and managed by "the [Territorial]
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State of Texas" pending "reconstruction" of The State of Texas --- which of course,
never occurred.

When we forgot or never knew and never caught on to this fraud, the Municipal United
States got into the act and created its own "states of states" doing business as the STATE OF
TEXAS.

All this shameless and totally unauthorized usurpation and false presumption against our
lawfully mandated government at all levels has been carried out against us by our own
employees under the influence of foreign powers --- the British Monarch and British Crown in
the case of the Territorial United States and the Popes and the Vatican in the case of the
Municipal United States.

So where is our seat of power? Far removed from anything to do with the Federal
Government. which was never designed to be or do anything but exercise our delegated powers
in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

The Delegation of Power goes like this:

Colonies and Territories
Give Rise to State Republics---The Texas Republic/Republic of Texas
Give Rise to States -- Texas and States of States -- The State of Texas
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The States form a Federation doing business as The United States of America.
The States of States form a Confederacy doing business as the States of America.

And that is where it was supposed to end. There were not supposed to be Territorial
States of States or Municipal STATES OF STATES.

Instead, Territorial States of States doing business as, for example, the State of Texas,
were formed and foisted off on us as substitutes for The State of Texas.
A new "federation" of these Territorial States of States was also formed, doing business
as "the United States of America" ---- which Trump is President of.

This structure "mirrors" the structure of government we are owed and the deceptively
similar names help conceal the fraud and usurpation.

Correction of this situation requires us to stir our stumps and assemble ourselves as noncitizen nationals and operate our actual States to restore and -- 150 years after the fact -- finish
the "reconstruction" of our actual National-Level States of States---- The State of Texas, The
State of Wisconsin, and so on.

This requires everyone to set up their County and State Jural Assemblies -- precisely
what the Michigan General Jural Assembly is teaching everyone to do.
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So please, don't get confused or sidetracked. Giving the Territorial United States any
excuse or provocation to attack will get innocent people killed.
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